
For All Classes:

1. There will be NO REFUNDS once signed up and paid for any reason.

2. There will be NO RE-ALLOCATIONS permitted to transfer funds from one class to
another or repurpose the funds for alternative use.

3. I will NOT share material and recordings given in classes with anyone else, these are
only for you. You will not modify the content and misuse and claim it to be your own.

4. Everything that is discussed in class and all recordings are confidential so I will not
share this information with anyone else.

5. For Spirit Chant Facilitator Or Any Facilitator classes, I will join all days and
sessions of the classes with keeping your videos on else I may not be permitted to
continue and/or not get certified.

6. I agree not to Misuse or Claim any information taught is your own or copy or steal
content and in case I do , I will be legally bound to compensate with a fine deemed
appropriate.

7. I will Not Teach what I learn from sessions and classes of Unearth One Earth to
others unless this is a facilitator class and even for this I will follow what I am allowed
to teach/facilitate to others based on class manual given or what is communicated in
class.

8. We have a right to sell recordings of classes you have joined to others at a fee who
would like to learn this.

Note:

Many classes are recorded for audio and made available to participants.

Online Classes and some others are filmed (cameras are generally focused on the
facilitator).

The disclaimer is a legal requirement that assists us in providing class material to
participants and a larger audience.

By checking the flag, I accept completely the below conditions

I acknowledge that Nithya Chellam and Unearth One Earth may make video and/or
audio recordings of the class, in which I will be a participant.

I hereby grant Nithya Chellam and Unearth One Earth the right to use such video and/or
audio recordings of my name, likeness and voice in any and all forms of media, now or
hereinafter created, and in perpetuity, including, but not limited to, composite or edited



forms, to distribute, sell and use in any manner, as may determine in its sole and
absolute discretion.

I hereby waive the right to inspect or approve any version(s), including the finished
version(s), of such recordings, including written copy that may be created in connection
therewith.

I have read this Release, fully understand its terms and understand that I may be giving
up substantial rights, including my right to sue, and any and all rights to fees or
compensation from the distribution, sale or use by Nithya Chellam or by her affiliates,
subsidiaries, successors and assigns for any and all purposes.

I acknowledge that I am agreeing to this Release freely and voluntarily and intend by my
on-line registration at www.unearthoneearth.com or at www.nithyachellam.com or
www.exly.com or https://nest.nithyachellam.com for the Release to be a complete and
unconditional release from and against all liability of Nithya Chellam or Unearth One
Earth to the greatest extent allowed by law.

Terms for Basic and Advanced Shamanic Classes (Only applicable for these including
all above conditions):

1.Everything that is discussed in class and all recordings are confidential so I will not share
this information with anyone else.

2. I will switch the Video On, have a shawl for the class and attend all classes unless there is
a valid reason I can't attend and if you cannot attend I will make sure to attend the repeat
class. If I miss more than 3 classes I know that you will not be certified for this class.

3.Everything you learn in this class belongs to UnearthOneEarth and so I will not teach or
impart this knowledge to anyone else, I can be a practitioner only after i get certified officially
and may use this for others but not teach them or in any way impart this to them, I will also
not mince this and create a different version of these concepts too including everything i
learnt in this class, information in the manual given, communion symbols and all other
proprietary basic shamanic concepts (unless i am an UnearthOneEarth Certified Facilitator
where what i can teach will be covered in another agreement and I will follow that).

4. If I violate any of the above, I will bear the legal lawyer fees for any case against me and
also will pay a fine of INR One Crore or more as deemed appropriate.

Note:
Interlink, Intense Matrix Body Class, Intense Matrix spirit class and Sonic Advanced are
all part of advanced Shamanic Classes.

http://www.exly.com
https://nest.nithyachellam.com

